
I
t was early April of this year that I
found myself in Decatur, Alabama, a
small, and as I was soon to find out,

friendly southern town. Decatur is home
to Summit Treestands, celebrating its
25th anniversary in the treestand busi-
ness. While many companies would
consider having a 25 year successful his-
tory an accomplishment, Summit con-
siders it a good start. The company’s
positive attitude is exemplified by the
cover of its 2006 catalog which states
“Ready for our Next Quarter Century.”

Any mystery as to where this positive
attitude originates was soon solved
when I walked into the office of John
Woller Sr., founder of Summit
Treestands.

“Big John”, as he is known in the
plant to distinguish him from his son of
the same first name, waved me to a
chair beside his desk. Leaning toward
me, his blue eyes flashed as he said,“Try

to imagine the
sport of
b o w h u n t i n g
without a tree-
stand. The tree-
stand is one of
the most impor-
tant tools a
bowhunter has
and I think its
d e v e l o p m e n t
has accounted
for more deer
being killed then

any other single piece of bowhunting
gear. A treestand is not an accessory, it is
a necessity.”

I must admit even though I have
been involved in bowhunting for over
50 years I never thought of it quite like
that. I was soon to discover that Big
John was about to make me a believer.
“When I was in the Marine Corps I was a
member of the rifle and pistol team,”Big
John said. “When I was discharged in
1960 I went to college to earn my
mechanical engineer degree and dur-
ing that time I got interested in archery
along with a couple of my buddies. In
the early 60’s there was no one to learn
from as both archery and bowhunting
were in the infancy stage. Everyone was
starting from scratch, me included. I
have always been competitive by
nature and that was heightened by my
experience with the Marine Corps and I
was determined to master the bow. I
once had the opportunity to see Fred
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Summit Treestands
By John Kasun

John Woller Sr., or Big John as he is known in the plant, is Summit’s
founder and the driving force behind treestand development within
Summit as well as within the treestand industry. Big John’s passion
for making a better treestand is as strong today as it was when he
began designing and building treestands over a quarter century
ago. Here he’s holding one of his original prototypes that stands in
sharp contrast to a modern Summit Treestand being demonstrated
by John O’Hara (photo right).O’Hara is Summit’s Northeast Pro Staff
Coordinator. He arranges staffing of both dealer and consumer
shows as well as leading numerous in-house dealer support pro-
grams, seminars and hunter education programs.
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Bear shoot and I tried to emulate his
style. I soon realized that consistency in
form was the answer and with a lot of
trial and error things started to come
together. In 1965 I won the Alabama
barebow championship.”

“Like everyone during that time my
interest turned to bowhunting,” Big
John said. “My buddies and I hunted a
lot but what we saw mostly was tails.
Alabama’s thick ground cover did not
lend itself well to bowhunting and I
soon realized that my chances of killing
a deer with a bow would be better if I
could find a way to hunt from a tree.
Soon I was trying to make a stand that I
could strap to a tree. My first stands
were cumbersome and noisy and I
needed a ladder or some other method
of getting them into the tree. The direc-
tion of my designs changed the day I
went to a local archery shoot and saw a
group of guys gathered around a pine
grove. I went over to see what all the
commotion was about and there I saw
my first climbing treestand. Jim Baker,
inventor of the Baker Climbing
Treestand, was showing off his brand-
new invention. Not unlike my stands,
that original Baker was crudely made
and noisy as all get out but I instantly
recognized the advantages of a climb-
ing system.”

“Due to its design the Baker stand
had to dig into the tree to get a grip,”

Big John explained. “Not only did this
cause damage to the tree but it was also
very noisy. Those early climbing stands
also had a nasty habit of kicking out
from the tree and giving the unsuspect-
ing hunter a quick and unplanned ride
down the tree. I felt that to be effective
a stand had to have four important
qualities. For safety a stand had to be
secure and stable. It had to be quiet
because when a deer is within bow
range a hunter cannot afford to have a
stand that creaks and squeaks when he
moves. It had to be camouflaged so it
would not attract the attention of a deer
and it had to be comfortable so a hunter
could spend hours in the stand and still
be fresh when a shot presented itself.
With those criteria in mind and using
my mechanical engineering experience
I set out to design a better climbing
stand.”

While working full time at his engi-
neering job the senior Woller continued
to modify his stand design over the next
several years. Meanwhile several of his
hunting buddies who had a welding
business did the actual manufacturing.
The welded construction resulted in a
rigid steel stand that didn’t twist or
squeak as the hunter shifted his weight
and ensured a stable and safe platform.
The ribbed design of the base eliminat-
ed the solid shadow projected by solid
platform stands as well as broke up the

outline of the stand when observed
from below. A coat of paint provided the
camouflage and a seat allowed the
hunter to sit in comfort.To eliminate the
need for the stand to “bite” the tree Big
John did an engineering stress analysis
on the stand’s geometry and deter-
mined the proper angle between the
base and the angle of the backbar. His
analysis not only resulted in a stand that
gripped the tree securely without the
need for “teeth” but it also resulted in a
stand that a hunter could use to climb a
tree silently.

As more and more people heard of
this new concept in stands Woller’s wife
Pat urged him to do more with his idea.
With his buddies manufacturing his
designs, Big John continued to work his
full time job and spent his evenings and
weekends peddling his stands to sport-
ing good shops across the south. He
would travel as far as he could and still
be able to get home to go to work the
next day. It was a family affair as his wife
and children painted, assembled and
packed up stands in the backyard,
evenings and weekends.

Gaining acceptance for the new
brand of stands was not an easy task.
The all steel stand retailed for approxi-
mately $150 while the Baker stand with
plywood base was going out the door
for $79. Every sale was an uphill fight as
Big John had to convince each dealer
that his stand was better then anything
else on the market. A lesser man would
have given up but few dealers could
stand up against Woller’s determina-
tion. Not one to take no for an answer
Big John met every rejection with an
inner passion that burns bright in his
eyes to this very day. I am sure that
many dealers were dragged kicking and
screaming to the nearest tree or tele-
phone pole as Big John demonstrated
the qualities of his stand. Each stand
sold was an effort but soon the orders
started to trickle in and the business
slowly grew. In 1981 Big John came
home to announce to the family that he
had just borrowed $5,000 and was plan-
ning to officially go into the treestand
business. Let’s just say that his wife was
less than thrilled at the risk he was pre-
pared to take and the debt they had
taken on.

“When I originally borrowed the
money and set up the company my

Summit’s manufacturing facility is locat-
ed in Decatur, Alabama a small town with
a true southern history. Summit has
approximately 60 full and part time
employees and 65,000 square feet of pro-
duction and office space. The name
Summit was selected by the founder as it
exemplified his desire to design and man-
ufacture a treestand that was the “peak or
high point” of any stand offered in the
industry. Today Summit’s designs and
quality are well known and respected by
both hunters and manufacturers alike.



lawyer asked how many stands I
thought I could sell in a year and I
replied about 1,000 and he rolled his
eyes and shook his head,” Big John
laughed. “He doubted that I could ever
sell that many stands. To this day we
attend the same church and every once
in a while I wink and tell him, ‘I’m over
1,000.’” (Note: Last year Summit sold in
excess of 80,000 stands.) 

In 1982 Southern Outdoors
Magazine did a review of ten different
brands of treestands. When the results
were released, Summit was declared as
having the best climbing stand and Big

John was swamped with calls. He con-
tinued to build stands part-time while
working a job full-time and Pat took
orders and answered customers’ ques-
tions. Although she never hunted Pat
had listened to her husband talk about
the treestand so much that she was able
to answer any question tossed at her as
well as give instructions when needed.
To this day she is well-known and
respected by many within the industry.

By the late 1980’s business was
good, actually too good. Life was

becoming so hectic that Big John and
Pat considered selling the business. This
was an on again, off again thought until
the early 90’s when it again became a
serious consideration. The couple had
three sons and a daughter all of whom
were on their own with successful
careers. When the sons learned of their
parent’s plan to sell the business they
decided that they wanted to buy it. Pat
was dead set against it because she had
seen family businesses drive wedges
between family members but the sons
doggedly insisted. Finally a decision was
made and the sons decided to quit their
jobs and enter the business full time.
The Woller boys didn’t come to the busi-
ness empty-handed, they all brought
with them the education and experi-
ence required to run a business.
However like all businesses everything
did not go exactly as planned.

“Our original plan was to shut
down one month each year during
hunting season,” John Woller Jr.
laughed. “We have never been able to
shut down once and as a matter of fact
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John Woller Jr. has literally grown up in
the treestand business. As a teenager he
helped assemble and paint treestands in
the backyard and today he is Summit’s
General Manager. He has inherited his
father’s passion for delivering a quality
product and maintaining Summit’s leader-
ship position in the treestand business.

Keith Jones is Summit’s Product
Development Manager. If his face looks
familiar to you it is because you may have
seen him “hanging” around dealer or con-
sumer shows, literally. Keith is the devel-
oper of the Seat-O–The-Pants 4-point
safety harness and often can be seen step-
ping off a stand to prove its effectiveness 

Responsible for product engineering as
well as production, quality control and
testing is Ron Woller, Summit’s Operations
Manager. “At Summit we not only manu-
facture treestands but we are hunters as
well and we use the equipment we design
and manufacture,” Woller stressed. “That
means that we are constantly reviewing
our products and thinking as to how we
can make them better.”
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I think we hunt less now then before we
quit our jobs,” the General Manager
said. “Prior to coming into the business
full time I was coming home at least
three times a week to help dad with the
business. It was difficult because I was
newly married and raising my own fam-
ily. Quitting my job and coming into the
business was a difficult decision but I
am glad I did it. Being in a family busi-
ness can be tough but I must say that in
the 25 years we have been together we
probably have had only about 20 bad
days and that’s pretty good.We all know
we have a job to do and we depend on
each other to do what is needed.
However working in the family has its
moments and we have a saying around
here that goes,‘We went to a fight and a
Summit meeting broke out.’”

“In our 25 years in business I must
say that no two years have been the
same,” John continued.“We have found
that trends are very difficult to predict
and the window of sales for treestands
is very small so things happen fast mak-
ing it difficult to respond to sudden
shifts in the market. In 1995 we came
out with two new treestands, the
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Summit Sales Manager, David South
says, “Here at Summit we are all like family
and we have a passion for the industry
and our focus is on the products we pro-
duce, our service and the customer we
serve.” Summit has in-house direct sales
staff and pro-staffers, both providing
great dealer support.
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Supreme and the Shooter II. We all felt
that the Supreme would be a great sell-
er so we geared up for a five to one ratio
inventory balance between the stands.
At our first consumer show we found
out that our figures were exactly the
opposite from what we had anticipated.
The Shooter II was clearly the choice of
the consumer and we had to scramble
to make the necessary changes in pro-
duction.”

“My dad picked the name Summit
for his company because it was his
dream to make a treestand that was the
pinnacle, the top and one that others
would try to emulate,” John continued.
“In many ways we have accomplished
exactly that at Summit. However the
excellent reputation we have enjoyed
with our climbing stands does not
mean that we are only a climbing tree-
stand company. Summit carries a com-
plete line of quality hang-on or fixed

position stands, ladder stands, climbing
devices, safety equipment as well as our
new X-Pod and Predator Pod and a
complete line of quality accessories. I
believe that Summit’s success is rooted
in our philosophy of not just selling a
stand but in our desire to keep a cus-
tomer for life. Not only do we supply a
quality product but we stand behind
them and Summit is proud of its dedica-
tion to customer service.”

Ron Woller, John’s brother, is
Summit’s Operations Manager respon-
sible for engineering responsibilities as
well as production, quality control and
testing. “Coming to Summit was one of
the best decisions I ever made,” Ron
said.“But it was tough. The first year we
all spent four and a half days in the plant
and the next two and a half days on the
road promoting Summit stands. We
would get home just in time to head
back to the plant, but I have no regrets.”

“At Summit we not only manufac-
ture treestands but we are hunters as
well and we use the equipment we
design and manufacture,” Ron stressed.
“That means that we are constantly
reviewing our products and thinking as
to how we can make them better. We
also listen to our customer as to their
needs and what they like or don’t like
about ours and other stands. When we
are considering a new product or
changes to existing products we put all
the ideas and possibilities on the table
for consideration. We look at everything
from a design, manufacturing and
potential sales volume standpoint. We
balance those considerations against
our four criteria of quality, safety,
strength and comfort. When we decide
on any new product or improvements
our first consideration is how to design
the product so it is what we call ‘manu-
facturing friendly’. We design quality in

High-tech welding robots such as the one shown here
are the heart of Summit’s welding operations. These
robots provide modern production methods which
ensure accuracy and welding integrity while holding
down production cost.

A roll of sheet metal feeds this automatic metal forming press and in
sequential operations the press forms the desired component and shears it
from the sheet. The components are collected in a container and then trans-
ported to the next operation.

This cut-away section
shows how SummitLokt
construction “locks” com-
ponents together to carry
the aluminum stand’s
load. Interlocking con-
struction enables Summit
to keep the weight of the
stands at a minimum
while maintaining
strength, stability and
eliminating noise.



while designing cost out. This proce-
dure allows us to develop new products
and improve existing products while
keeping those changes within our cus-
tomer’s allowable budget. Building a
great product that is too costly benefits
no one.”

Summit continually researches
manufacturing methods to take advan-
tage of new technologies that can help
reduce its manufacturing cost while
improving its products. Examples of
that are in its use of welding robots and
automatic metal forming presses. The
welding robots have resulted in an
increase in production while ensuring
the quality of critical welds. The presses
form stand components from a continu-
ously fed metal roll, an inherently effi-
cient process. Another example of
Summit’s innovation is the develop-
ment of the SummitLokt. This term was
coined to describe the interlocking fea-
ture which allows some stand compo-
nents to “snap” together prior to weld-
ing. This method was implemented
when Summit wanted to develop an
aluminum stand to reduce weight. Big
John was not willing to compromise the

safety of the stand and was concerned
about the strength of aluminum butt
welds. The SummitLokt utilizes specially
extruded shapes which lock together.
This locking action produces a strong
joint and the weld is now used to simply
hold the components together and pre-
vent movement and noise, while the
interlocking feature carries the actual
load.

Will Woller, the third brother to join
Summit, is its Marketing and
Advertising Manager.“My brothers and I
decided to join Summit at the same
time. However my wife was pregnant
and I had to wait until after the baby
was born to make the leap so I didn’t
interrupt my health insurance,” Will
smiled.“When I did join Summit several
months later it was difficult spending
the long hours demanded by starting a
new business, with a wife and new baby
at home. During that first year I don’t
think I ever worked harder but I can
honestly say that I have never been hap-
pier. In many ways I have the greatest
job in the world. I get to promote the
best treestands on the market to a cus-
tomer base that
either owns a
Summit stand or
wants to own one
in the future.
Summit has
always demon-
strated that it is a
leader in tree-
stand design and
has pioneered
many of the
i m p r o v e m e n t s
that our competi-
tors have copied.
Summit was first
with a platform
with open light-
weight structure,
padded seats, arm
and rifle rests,
silent bushings,
knobs to replace
wingnuts, welded
backbar bolts and
no loose pins for
tree attachment,
to mention just a
few.”

Will contin-
ued by saying,

“These improvements and many more
prove that we know how to add value to
treestand design. We can do that
because although we are treestand
manufacturers, we are hunters first.”

“Summit continues to develop new
products to suit the changing needs of
our customers,” Will said as he pointed
to new products in the 2006 catalog.
“Our Basic System, Comfort System and
Trophy System give the hunter a fixed
position stand that can be quickly
adjusted to fit any leaning tree with the
degree of comfort that his particular sit-
uation requires. The Deer Deck (steel),
and the Deer Deck Lite (aluminum), are
designed around a large platform
designed for the hunter desiring extra
room.”

“In July of this year we will be intro-
ducing a TV show called Summit’s High
Places,” Will continued. “Summit’s High
Places will be different than the normal
outdoor fare. Although we will be hunt-
ing some trophy animals the majority of
our hunts will be regular hunts for regu-
lar guys – our customers. You will see
hunts for all classes of wildlife under fair
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Jason West is one of Summit’s numerous
welders who perform the welding that can-
not be done efficiently by welding robots
which are programmed and rigged for
high production operations.
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chase conditions. We have some special
features planned for the shows that I
think are very exciting. While we will be
featuring our hunts we will also be mix-
ing in a lot of hunting education that
will help the viewer improve their hunt-
ing skills and help them be more suc-
cessful in the field. The show will also
support our dealer network through
increased exposure for our products.”
(Look for Summit’s High Places on the
Men’s Channel in July.)

In 1995 the final family member to
join Summit was David South, husband
of Janet Woller, Big John’s daughter.
David South is Summit’s Sales Manager
and he typifies the relaxed attitude that
exists between the family members. As
we conversed in his office he suddenly
shouted out the door, “I am just the
brother-in-law around here and they
don’t like me because I am always
right.” Laughing, he turned back to me
and said, “We get along great together.
Everyone works hard every day and
with that comes the stresses of any job
but as Big John says, ‘At the end of the
day we are all still family.’”

“We all have a passion for the indus-
try, we have to earn a living but our
focus is on the products we produce,
our service and the customer we serve,”
South continued. “We have always felt
that if we design, manufacture and ship
a quality product followed up by sup-
port for our dealers and service for our

customers, every-
thing else will fall
into place. Summit
has an in-house
direct sales staff
and pro-staffers

both of which provide great dealer sup-
port. I am especially proud of our pro-
staffers because like everyone at
Summit they are hunters and have a
passion for the sport. They come from a
wide variety of backgrounds and they
not only put a face on Summit products
but they pride themselves on making
other hunters better.”

“Summit is not a cheap-stand or a
me-too company,” South said. “We feel
we offer the best value for the money. A
hunter will not accept a noisy bow or
one that is uncomfortable so why
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Will Woller, Marketing and Advertising Manger, left, shares a lighter moment with Scott
Echols, center, and Kevin Turan on the shop floor. The close knit atmosphere at Summit
keeps communications informal and constant, helping production stay on track.

Roger Ferrell, left, heads the ATV division while Bradley
Fitzgerald, right, is a foreman and the man who designed the
food plot accessories that could be handled with an ATV as
opposed to a larger more expensive farm tractor. Several archery
retailers have purchased units to rent out  and are taking orders
from hunters who have extensive food plots.
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should he accept that in a treestand?
We all realize that the hunting popula-
tion is aging and that is a concern but it
also offers a unique opportunity for the
dealers who recognize it. With age nor-
mally comes more disposable income.
This customer is looking for a better,
safer product. They are also to the point
that they want to upgrade their equip-
ment and Summit offers them the per-
fect product line.”

“In addition to our complete line of
treestands Summit also offers our cus-
tomers a complete line of associated
products,” South explained.“In addition
to our Bucksteps and SwifTree Climbing
Pole we are offering the Single Shot and
Double Barrel ladder stands plus the X-
Pod and the Predator Pod. The pods are
a new direction for Summit and at first
some people were skeptical. But I think
that these items will offer a great selling
opportunity for those dealers who are
willing to educate their customers as to
the increased hunting possibilities they
offer. The trick is to look at your hunting
property and determine where these
pods could be used that a treestand or
ladder stand just won’t work. Excellent
examples of this are thickets, clear-cuts,

fencerows or swamps, to mention just a
few.”

“Speaking of selling opportunities, I
sometimes think that Summit’s accesso-
ry line is one of our best kept secrets,”
South stressed. “Originally we sold
accessories simply as replacement parts
but now we have a complete accessory
line that is packaged for resale giving
the dealer an excellent opportunity for
add-on-sales. The RapidClimp Stirrups
are not only a great upgrade for older
Summit climbing stands but they fit a
number of competitor’s models as well.
The Summit Skin package allows a
hunter to camo and quiet his stand by
utilizing this self-adhesive, sound-dead-
ening covering. Our accessory line is just
another way that Summit is servicing
the customer and offering the dealer
selling opportunities at the same time.”

One of the pro staffers that David
South proudly spoke of is John O’Hara,
who is located in Pennsylvania. O’Hara is
Summit’s Northeast Pro Staff
Coordinator, scheduling nine staffers
and arranging staffing of both dealer
and consumer shows as well as partici-
pation in numerous in-house dealer
support programs, seminars and hunter
education programs. O’Hara joined
Summit in 2001 and is passionate about
education and hunting safety.“Working

with the people from Summit has
opened my eyes,” O’Hara told me. “You
cannot find a better group of people to
work with or who care more about the
quality of their products or the service
they offer their customers. I may have
been born in the north but these folks
have made me a southerner at heart.”

When it comes to treestand safety
there is no one more dedicated then
Summit’s Keith Jones, designer of the
Seat-O-The-Pants (SOP) safety climbing
system. “I established Fall Woods
Products in 1994 while working at
another full-time job,” Jones explained.
“The focus was a four-point safety har-
ness designed to prevent injury in tree-
stand falls. I had previous experience
making parachute harnesses so this was
a good fit. I worked the consumer shows
and contacted as many dealers as I
could but the first year I only sold about
100 units. The second year my contacts
increased and the third year things got
rolling. Originally I had one lady sewing
the harness but soon I had 32 employ-
ees. At that time I was also making the
full body harness that Summit supplied
with its stands and Summit expressed
interest in the (SOP) system. In 2001 I

A safety harness is like fire insurance, you
should always have it but hope you never
have to use it. In case you do need it
Philamena Lyle working in the Harness
Sewing Department makes sure that your
harness works just as designed.

Juanita Nix is one of ladies in Summit’s
sewing department that provide the cloth
coverings for the armrest and climbing
bars. Attention is paid to every detail to
ensure a quality product and perfect fit.

Chances are that one of the pleasant
voices that you hear on the other end of
the phone when you call Summit is that of
Joyce Nabors. Nabors is Summit’s Human
Resources and Office manager.
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sold out to Summit and now work
exclusively for them on designing, test-
ing and promoting safety systems.”

“The impressions about safety have
changed in the past several years,”
Jones indicated. “People are looking for
safety items. The customer is more edu-
cated and more concerned with safety.
Because the future of hunting is rooted
in our youth Summit has stepped up to
the plate with the Fast Back Cub safety
belt harness specifically designed for
children. In addition to offering several
versions of the original SOP system

Summit now offers the SOP Climbing
System and the SOP Tree Descender.
The Climbing System is a 30 foot rope
with a special sliding knot that keeps
the hunter safe while ascending or
descending the tree. In the event of a
fall the Tree Descender allows the
hunter to get safely to the ground.
Climbing up, climbing down or in the
stand Summit’s got you covered.”

Summit entered the ATV market in
2001 with its line of food plot acces-
sories.With the growing interest in food
plots Summit saw the need for econom-
ically priced quality implements that
could be handled with an ATV as
opposed to a larger, more expensive
farm tractor. In keeping with their tradi-
tion of designing the right product to
do the job Summit did not try to copy
some lightweight toy but instead
designed a tool to get the job done.
Under the direction of Bradley
Fitzgerald, foreman and designer for
Summit, a line of equipment was
designed using Summit’s philosophy of
value engineering or getting the best
product for a value price. The Plot-Mule
and the Plot-Mule Flip Disk are so effi-
cient that they turn the ground even if
the ATV is being operated at its highest
speed. This equipment is so well
designed and efficient that it is present-
ly being sold in Mexico as farm equip-
ment. Because of the popularity of food
plots several sporting goods dealers

have added these units to the inventory
for sale as well as renting them out on a
per day basis. Summit’s ATV division is
under the direction of Roger Ferrell.

Summit has approximately 60 full
and part time employees and 65,000
square feet of production and office
space with a projected addition under-
way that will add another 40,000 square
feet.

Like many of the icons in the hunt-
ing industry John Woller Sr. and
Summit’s roots go deep in the sport of
archery. A quick walk through the
offices of Summit show a mixture of
hunting photos, mounted heads, bows,
arrows and endless photos of immedi-
ate family. Summit is truly a family-
based business which cares not only
about its own well being but about its
extended family of bowhunters every-
where. Based upon its history of provid-
ing quality products and unparalleled
customer service Summit is not only
“Ready for its Next Quarter Century” but
for well beyond.

Author’s Note: Summit was pur-
chased in 2002 by the EBSCO
Corporation and is presently under its
Pradco division. However Summit is still
being managed by the Woller family
under the same philosophy and with
the same values that made it a leader in
the treestand industry. You can get
more information about the Summit
product line at (256) 353-0634.

These stacks of stands await the addition of components and final assembly. Summit
was gearing up in April to meet anticipated dealer demands as well as the rush that
always occurs just prior to the hunting season.

Nick Bates, left gets a helping hand from
Blan Sandlin to pack up some Bushmaster
XLS7 stands. To control cost in all areas
Summit has worked with transportation
companies to design cartons that maxi-
mize shipping space in an attempt to
reduce shipping cost.
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